
Beat: Entertainment

MATA HARI joins the Line Up of World Premiere TV Screenings
At MIPCOM 2016, Palais des Festivals

PARIS - CANNES, 24.08.2016, 14:10 Time

USPA NEWS - 'Mata Hari,' the brand-new series about the infamous dancer, courtesan and First World War spy of the same name,
will feature as the Sunday Night MIPCOM 2016 World Premiere TV Screening. The global entertainment content market, MIPCOM
takes place in Cannes, France, from 17-20 October....

'Mata Hari,' the brand-new series about the infamous dancer, courtesan and First World War spy of the same name, will feature as the
Sunday Night MIPCOM 2016 World Premiere TV Screening. The global entertainment content market, MIPCOM takes place in
Cannes, France, from 17-20 October. The World Premiere TV Screening for 'Mata Hari' is scheduled on Sunday October 16, in the
Palais des Festivals at 9.30 pm.

Based on a true story, 'Mata Hari' is an epic new English-language drama that charts the extraordinary life of exotic dancer, courtesan
and infamous spy, Mata Hari. The series stars French actress Vahina Giocante ('The Libertine') in the title role, and features an
acclaimed international cast including Christopher Lambert ('Highlander'), and John Corbett ('Sex and the City'). All three will attend
MIPCOM, together with other cast members Svetlana Khodchenkova ('Wolverine') and Maxim Matveïev ('Weekend'), and take part in
numerous high-profile events including a Q&A session directly following the Screening.  

To her audiences, Mata Hari was a notorious performer and dancer. To her wealthy lovers, she was the charming yet mysterious
seductress. To both the German and French intelligence services, she was an invaluable informant, who was subsequently exposed
as a double agent.

Distributed worldwide by Red Arrow International, the 12 x 1 hour series is produced by Star Media in partnership with Channel One
Russia and Inter Ukraine, and is directed by Dennis Berry ('Highlander', 'Stargate SG-1') and Julius Berg.

Source : MIPCOM
Photo : “Mata Hari,“� the brand-new series will feature as the Sunday Night MIPCOM 2016 World Premiere TV Screening.
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